
 
We continue printing the 'Manifesto of Faith' of Cardinal Müller.  Previous selections discussed Christology,  
Ecclesiology, and the sacraments of the Church.  The Cardinal’s teachings next addres morality and    
eschatology before his inspirational conclusion which will be next week’s selection.  Cardinal Müller wrote 
that he issued the document in response to Catholics who have requested that he issue a “public testimony about the truth of revelation” in 
response to “growing confusion about the doctrine of the Faith.”  For the complete document, check the link on the parish website:  
sttimothyparish.org    
 
 

4. Moral Law 

Faith and life are inseparable, for Faith apart from works is dead (CCC 1815). The moral law is the 

work of divine wisdom and leads man to the promised blessedness (CCC 1950). Consequently, the 

"knowledge of the divine and natural law is necessary" to do good and reach this goal (CCC 1955). 

Accepting this truth is essential for all people of good will. For he who dies in mortal sin without 

repentance will be forever separated from God (CCC 1033). This leads to practical consequences 

in the lives of Christians, which are often ignored today (cf 2270-2283; 2350-2381). The moral 

law is not a burden, but part of that liberating truth (cf Jn 8:32) through which the Christian walks 

on the path of salvation and which may not be relativized. 

 

5. Eternal Life 

Many wonder today what purpose the Church still has in its existence, when even bishops prefer to 

be politicians rather than to proclaim the Gospel as teachers of the Faith. The role of the Church 

must not be watered down by trivialities, but its proper place must be addressed. Every human          

being has an immortal soul, which in death is separated from the body, hoping for the resurrection 

of the dead (CCC 366). Death makes man's decision for or against God definite. Everyone has to 

face the particular judgment immediately after death (CCC 1021). Either a purification is                

necessary, or man goes directly into heavenly bliss and is allowed to see God face to face. There is 

also the dreadful possibility that a person will remain opposed to God to the very end, and by   

definitely refusing His Love, "condemns himself immediately and forever" (CCC 1022). “God   

created us without us, but He did not want to save us without us” (CCC 1847). The eternity of the 

punishment of hell is a terrible reality, which - according to the testimony of Holy Scripture - at-

tracts all who “die in the state of mortal sin” (CCC 1035). The Christian goes through the narrow 

gate, for “the gate is wide, and the way that leads to ruin is wide, and many are upon it” (Mt 7:13). 

To keep silent about these and the other truths of the Faith and to teach people accordingly is the 

greatest deception against which the Catechism vigorously warns. It represents the last trial of the 

Church and leads man to a religious delusion, “the price of their apostasy” (CCC 675); it is the 

fraud of Antichrist. “He will deceive those who are lost by all means of injustice; for they have 

closed themselves to the love of the truth by which they should be saved” (2 Thess 2:10). 
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